
Interview with Stockton’s 

BROke the eMcee 

November 28, 2012 - RHHR took a break for the last few months of 2012 to regroup and 

reorganize, but we had to set aside some time to chat with one of the 209′s top MCs, Stockton’s 

Broke. Enjoy what he had to say, check out all his videos, go see him when he performs, buy one of 

his CDs, and enjoy the re-launching of RHHR for 2013!!! – The RHHReporters 

RHHR: Hello Mr. Broke, we like your name, how did you come up with it? Broke: Howdee! iGot my 

name from my favorite band (HeD)P.E. their second album “Broke” got me through alot in 

highschool. 

R: Your from Stockton, have you always lived there? B: Yessir! 25 years born and raised.  

R: You hear a bunch of crazy stuff about Stockton, its going bankrupt, high crime, police brutality, 

do you think so? B: It’s normal to me, Stockton has always been the same..the city is just starting to 

get a bad rap for it. 

R: Did growing up in Stockton have anything to do with you getting into Hip-Hop and rapping? B: It 

actually didn’t influence much lol, I’ve always been a shut in since iWas a little kid. if anything, 

being the weird black guy in Stockton had more of an influence on me. 

R: What else were big influences in your life, from roles models to musicians and artists you 

listened to? B: iLooked up to my family mostly, iJust wanted to be like them when iWas a kid. as far 

as musicians go, whoever my parents listened to. from Allan Jackson to Pantera, between my mom 

and pop everything was played..except Hip-Hop.  

R: What would you say has been your main goal in what you’ve done with your music and lyric 

writing? B: No goals, no expectations. iJust want to make good music, I’m humbled by all the 

attention it brings, but iNever figured people would like it as much as they do. 

R: Your also into skateboarding, did that go hand in hand with getting into Hip-Hop or did they 

happen at different times? B: iStarted skating in middle school when iWas 13, rap didn’t come 

along until iStarted producing hip hop back in ’04 and couldn’t find dope mc’s. 

R: What other hobbies keep you busy? B: Right now it’s just filming skaters out here,  I’ll play guitar 

when I’m home but it’s really just skating at this moment. 

R: What music have you been listening to lately, while you skate? B: iListen to alot of hip hop from 

the 90′s and early 2000′s, but mostly iListen to classic rock and metal. heavy metal, death metal, 

black metal..iLoves it lol. 

R: How do people check out your music and get more info about you?                                                  

B: youtube.com/BROke4209 twitter.com/BROkeTheEmcee facebook.com/BROkeTheMc 

soundcloud.com/BROkeTheMc  

R: Anything else to add? B: Don’t brake your elbow kids, that shit really sucks! 

RHHR’s Favorite Rolas 

P.O.S. – F*ck Your Stuff       /       Hieroglyphics – Gun Fever 

Jasiri X – Do We Need to Start a Riot?                                     .                 

Head-Roc – Chris Columbus        /       Shining Soul – Get Up 

                                 Earth Amplified & Stic.Man – Food Fight  

Broke – Olympus       /      Sole – I think I’m Emma Goldman                 

RHHR’s 4 Year Anniversary!  
April 24, 2013 - Inspired by groups such as Public 

Enemy, dead prez, and The Coup, artists like 2Pac, 

Mos-Def (now Yasiin Bey), Paris, and Immortal 

Technique, journalists and writers like Davey-D and 

Michael Eric Dyson, books like Jeff Chang’s Can’t Stop 

Won’t Stop, and documentaries like Letter to the 

President, a group of Hip-Hop heads in Modesto tried, 

in their own way, to carry on the tradition of raising 

awareness for social justice issues through Hip-Hop 

music and culture. This April marks four years since the 

group put out a free, 24-page, black and white “zine” 

called The Revolutionary Hip-Hop Report (RHHR). 

Although we took the last few months of 2012 off to 

regroup and revamp, since 2013 kicked off we’ve been 

on the grind to get RHHR back up and running faster 

than before. Here’s some new additions and changes 

already underway or coming in the immediate future: 

-          Newly re-designed (but still getting improved) RHHR.ORG web-site 

-          New RHHR t-shirts and stickers 

-          New address: PO Box 1891 Modesto, CA 95353 

-          Newly re-formatted (and much shorter) RHHR newsletter which you are reading 

-          DJ service specializing in revolutionary, conscious, and underground Hip-Hop 

-         Hip-Hop music and cultural events and annual festival 

-          Partnership with Valley Improvement Projects (VIP) to open a new social center this Summer 

near downtown Modesto which will hold events, workshops, and engage in community/youth 

outreach 

Please visit RHHR.ORG, read some informative info, leave a comment, subscribe, give a donation 

(we got PayPal now!), get a shirt, hire us to DJ your event, tell a friend about us, and look out for 

the updates on the VIP social center coming soon! …and of course and big THANK YOU to 

everybody who has supported and worked with us over the last 4 years! 

Rebel Diaz Arts Collective, a Hip-Hop Community 

Center, Gets Evicted by NYPD, Feds 

March 14, 2013 - On Thursday, February 28, the Rebel Diaz Arts Collective in the South Bronx 

(RDACBX), a Hip-Hop community center for youth outreach, was raided, evicted, and virtually 

destroyed by NYPD officers and US Marshalls. 

“The violent actions taken yesterday are an attack on young people, artists, and Hip Hop culture,” 

stated RodStarz, member of the Hip-Hop group Rebel Diaz and co-founder of RDACBX. “In a time 

where budget cuts, stop-and-frisk, and gentrification are affecting our communities, it’s a shame 

we are being treated like criminals. There is no justification for this eviction.” 

The eviction comes after developer Marc Pagostin of Austin Property Corp. expressed objection to 

graffiti murals that had been placed on the outside of the building and attempted to raise the rent 

on RCACBX from $1,400 to $2,400. Suspecting the increase was fueled by discrimination and meant 

to rid the building of the center and further gentrify the neighborhood, RDACBX and other 

community members rallied to raise awareness and gain support for their cause. After six months 

of attempting to negotiate a reasonable solution that would allow the space to stay open, local 

police and feds were sent in to send a message. 

Immediately upon their entry into RDACBX law enforcement displayed aggressive and vindictive 

behavior. DJ Illanoiz, a member of Rebel Diaz, was the only person at the center at the time and 

was greeted with shouts of “you have 5 minutes to get the fuck out!” before law enforcement 

quickly took artwork, supplies, sound equipment, and furniture and through it in the trash. Many 

have described the raid as violent revenge from cops who simply don’t like Rebel Diaz and their 

work. “They came in with armed officers into what is supposed to be a safe space for the 

community,” said Karen Louvier, a RDACBX member. 

As followers of 

Rebel Diaz 

know, their 

revolutionary 

messages and 

methods have 

not been 

appreciated by 

the police. In 

2008, while 

CopWatching 

the harassment 

of street 

vendors in the 

Bronx, RodStarz 

and fellow 

member of the 

Hip-Hop trio, 

G1, were 

brutalized and arrested. Days later plain clothes officers burst into the apartment of G1, pointing 

guns at him and his roommates and demanding to know their identities. “The questions as to why 

several armed police officers mysteriously and violently invaded my home without any clear legal 

justification remain unanswered,” stated G1. “One is left only to think that the occurrences of this 

morning are not a coincidence of mistaken identity, but a direct response by the NYPD to an 

incident of police brutality I was involved in last week in the South Bronx.” Since then local and 

federal agencies have surely been keeping an eye on the group’s activities involving police brutality, 

social justice, economic equality, immigration, and the ‘Occupy’ movement.  

For more info, visit rdacbx.org      Full article at RHHR.org 
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Political Graffiti: from Venezuela to Kenya 
March 25, 2013 - In 

the battle to replace 

the late Hugo Chavez 

as the top political 

leader of Venezuela, 

campaigns on both 

sides of the fight 

have taken to hiring 

graffiti artists to 

create murals 

throughout the 

country. 

Among the Chavistas, 

supporting Nicolas 

Maduro, artwork paying respects to the late-president have been popping up all over since his 

death in early March. In the numerous slums across Venezuela where Chavez’s popularity was at its 

highest, phrases like “Long Live Chavez” and “We are all Chavez” can be seen spray-painted 

alongside images of the leader and the country’s flag and colors. Jose Rafael Hernandez is part of 

only one of the dozens of graffiti crews putting in work around their city. “This is how we keep 

Chavez alive,” Jorge Luis Gonzales, a state bank accountant overseeing Hernandez’s crew, told the 

Associated Press. “The opposition has their own graffitists, and we have ours.” Reynaldo Rodriguez, 

who is part of Gonzalez’s Graff crew, also told AP that they had received paint and other materials 

directly from an army colonel, technically a violation of rules banning the military from engaging in 

politics.  

In other countries around the globe the views, opinions, and policies on graffiti vary greatly. In 

most cases the art-form is still looked down upon when done so “illegally” on “private property” 

but on the other end of the spectrum business and other organizations are quick to jump on the 

graff bandwagon after realizing, like the rest of Hip-Hop culture, its huge popularity and potential 

to sell products for corporations or becoming appealing to a youth consumer market. Even 

churches, like the one in Barcelona, Spain, have hired local graffiti artists to re-design a section of 

the churches ceiling right above the altar. Was the church’s decision due to a genuine respect for 

the Hip-Hop art, or new public relations effort from a dying industry (religion) to bring younger 

members into their organization, which in turn, brings more money to the organization? 

More important to the tradition of non-commissioned graffiti pieces with political messages is a 

crew coming out of Kenya. Referring to themselves as “the vulture artists” this group of artists, 

photographers, and activists have made it their mission to cover their neighborhoods with graffiti 

pieces that depict, Africa’s (and especially Kenya’s) politicians as vultures, “we tried many other 

animals like the hyena but the closest animal that describes a Kenyan politician is the vulture,” said 

group member Boniface Mwangi to CNN in 2012, “they prey on the weak.”  

Mwangi: “I believe in the power of visual art and so photography was my tool but it can only do so 

much. But in graffiti there is enough space to play around with images and words and pictures that 

don’t exist.” Full article at RHHR.ORG 

SF Panel Discussion Looks at 

Hip-Hop as Social Activism 

 
RHHR with Sellassie, M1 (dead prez), Davey-D, & Jasiri X in SF 

April 3, 2013 - Saturday, March 30th 2013 – San Francisco, CA – The Hip-Hop Proclamations Event 

Series presents Run It Back: Remembering and Reimagining Hip-Hop as Social Activism. 

This panel discussion featured artists/activists Boots Riley (The Coup), M1 (dead prez), Aisha 

Fukushima (Raptivism), Jasiri X, StaHHr, Jahi, Mark Gonzales, and was moderated by Davey-D at the 

African American Art & Culture Complex in SF. The panelists, each long-term veterans of not only 

Hip-Hop arts and culture, but also in their own ways, of activism, community organizing, youth 

outreach and education. Their discussion lasted for over two hours and touched on the issues of: 

defining “hip-hop activism,” school closures, home-schooling and education in general, 

representation of people of color in the corporate media, and most importantly imagining and 

creating alternatives to the current power structure through Hip-Hop, but also direct action in 

solidarity with the youth, incarcerated, and other marginalized members of our communities. 

Video and full article at RHHR.ORG. 

The Revolutionary Hip-Hop Report - RHHR.ORG  

P.O. Box 1891 - Modesto, CA 95353 

RHHRORG@LIVE.COM - (209) 874-6512  

facebook – youtube - twitter.com/RHHRORG 

“Did You Know?” ………..Random Stats..... 

1 in 3 girls in the US will get pregnant before they turn 20 

1 out of every 4 car crashes involves a cell-phone 

60% of the bankruptcies filed in the US are caused by medical bills, of those that filed 

70% already had health insurance 

The 6 heirs to the Wal-Mart Empire have more wealth than the poorest 30% of people 

in the United States  

There were 26,000 sexual assaults in the US military last year, over 70 per day 

What’s Beef? A Look at Rappers vs. Politicians 
May 2, 2013 - Everybody loves a good MC battle. What’s better than when two rappers have beef 

and decide to engage in a battle of intellect, lyricism, and wit with one another? Well, something 

that could be better (and sometimes more entertaining) is when a politician or political pundit tries 

to step into the ring and go a few rounds with a Hip-Hop artist. This is what happened recently 

when Florida Congressman/Cuban-American/self-ascribed Hip-Hop head/Republican Party savior 

Marco Rubio called out Jay-Z and his wife Beyonce for visiting Cuba with permission from the 

Treasury Department, which is allowed if the visit is for person-to-person interaction with the 

purpose of humanitarian aid. Rubio insisted that the Carters’ visit was simply a “tourist trip” and 

“what they’re doing is providing hard currency and funding so that a tyrannical regime can 

maintain its grip on the island of Cuba.” Rubio added that “if Jay-Z was truly interested in the true 

state of affairs in Cuba, he would have met people that are being oppressed, including a hip-hop 

artist in Cuba who is right now being oppressed and persecuted and is undergoing a hunger strike 

because of his political lyrics,” referring to rapper Angel Yunier Remon Arzuaga aka El Critico de 

Arte who has been in prison since March. 

Rubio probably should have stopped there, after all, he did make a good point. Hip-Hop artists 

should mingle among the poor and oppressed people when they visit other countries. He could 

have at least gone to visit Black Panther, political exile, and aunt of 2Pac, Assata Shakur like 

Common did on his trip to Cuba. Unfortunately Rubio didn’t quit there and went on to say “Jay-Z 

needs to get informed. One of his heroes is Che Guevara. Che Guevara was a racist…that wrote 

extensively about the superiority of white Europeans over people of African descent.” While it’s true 

that a young Che, upon meeting African people for the first time, wrote some not so flattering 

observations about them in his private diary, but describing the writings as extensive is at least 

misleading and deceptive. What Che wrote was “the black is indolent and a dreamer; spending his 

meager wage on frivolity or drink; the European has a tradition of work and saving, which has 

pursued him as far as this corner of America and drives him to advance himself, even independently 

of his own individual aspirations.” Hardly extensive. Also, what someone might find upon further 

research on Guevara is that he did eventually write extensively on the oppressive nature of 

capitalism, classism, and racism, including the racism being carried out at the time in the United 

States. Not only did Che write about fighting for liberation and self-determination among all 

people, he actually fought and died for those struggles, sometimes side-by-side with Afro-Latino 

comrades. Although he didn’t get to these points of debate, Jay-Z did respond to (and later 

Common added a verse) Rubio with a song called “Open Letter.” 

Although the Jay-Rubio beef led to some good debate, it is not a new phenomenon by far, for 

rapper and politicians to go at each other directly. During Jesse Jackson’s 1984 run for President, 

Melle Mel from the Furious Five, called out Reagan: “See Ronald Reagan speaking on TV, smiling 

like everything’s fine and dandy/Sounded real good when he tried to give a pep talk to over 30 

million poor people like me/How can we say we got to stick it out when his belly is full and his future 

is sunny?/I don’t need his jive advice but I sure do need his jive time money/The dream is a 

nightmare in disguise.” 

In 1988 2 Live Crew’s Luke released a song on his record label by artist Anquette called “Janet 

Reno” that dissed Miami-area Republican District Attorney Jack Thompson, resulting in Thompson 

making it his personal mission to prosecute the group for obscenity and, in Thompson’s words “put 

2 Live Crew’s career back into the toilet where it began.” It’s not just Republicans either, in 1992 

Democrat poster-boy Bill Clinton chided female-MC Sister Souljah, calling her racist and comparing 

her to white-supremacist David Duke for her comments on black-on-white violence during the ’92 

LA Rebellion, basically saying it was smarter than black-on-black violence which occurs everyday. 

More recent and memorable moments include the controversies over songs like “Cop Killer” by Ice-

T’s rock group Body Count and N.W.A.’s “Fuck the Police” where everybody from the local cops, the 

FBI, all the way up to VP Dan Quayle and President George H.W. Bush had something to say about 

the scourge of “gangsta rap.” Who can forget 2Pac’s war of words with C. Delores Tucker and 

others (“you a mothafucka, instead of help a nigga you destroy your brothers, worse than the 

others, Bill Clinton, Mr. Bob Dole, you’re too old to understand the way the game go, you lame 

so…”). Not to mention that dozens of rappers from Chuck-D to Kendrick Lamar have taken lyrical 

shots at Hip-Hop’s favorite ex-Pres, Ronald Reagan. In fact, since Reagan, no one politician has 

been a bigger target for rappers than George W. Bush was during his time in office. Countless 

rappers have made hundreds if not thousands of references to Bush, Cheney, and the rest of their 

“neo-con” crew. Of course everybody remembers the infamous “George Bush doesn’t care bout 

Black people” remark by Kanye West on national TV. 

There was Ludacris vs. Bill O’Reilly then Common vs. Bill O’Reilly, then Nas vs. Bill O’Reilly and all of 

Fox News (the song “Sly Fox” is dope!) Not as much venom has been spit at Obama, some might 

say he’s been talked about the most positively out any other head of state. KRS-One once stated 

the line “I want all my daughters to be like Maxine Waters” and both Biz Markie and Wu-Tang have 

shown love for underdog Presidential candidate Shirley Chisholm. Chicago native Common 

mentioned Obama in the song “Why?” while Obama was still a State Senator. Other rappers like 

Nas, Young Jeezy, Questlove of The Roots,  and Bossman have made pro-Obama references in their 

music (Bossman’s song is called “Fuck McCain”). 

On the other had Hip-Hop has remained true to the streets and have called out Obama for his 

continued support of Israel while they carpet bomb Palestine, not closing the illegal prison in 

Guantanamo Bay and his ongoing missions of drone-strikes that have killed hundreds of civilians, 

including many children in Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen, Somalia, Syria, Libya, and other countries. 

These include Lupa Fiasco’s line “Gaza Strip was getting bombed, Obama didn’t say shit, that’s why 

I ain’t vote for him, next one either” which was soon after sampled for the hook of a new song by 

M1  (dead prez) and the Iraqi/British-MC Lowkey called ObamaNation with lines like “I don’t 

believe a word that you say, cuz my mind stays open like Guantanamo Bay.” Hopefully Hip-Hop 

continues its tradition of calling out politicians and others who make it their daily occupation to 

continue the oppression of the rest of us. It makes for more interesting debate than, say, 50 vs. Ja… 

Full article at RHHR.ORG 


